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Hej Berfin & Patrik!
Inför arbetsmötet om DSA imorgon vill jag lyfta två frågor vi tycker är mycket viktiga. Hoppas ni har
möjlighet att lyfta dessa under morgondagens diskussioner.
Tack!
Hälsningar
/Ludvig

Ludvig Werner
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Ämne: DSA - - COUNCIL WORKING PARTY
1.

No “safe harbours” for search engines : The Council’s proposal on Article 4 categorizes search
engines as ‘caching’ services. This goes against the objective of the DSA to make online platforms
more accountable.
We should oppose such Article 4 and support a case by case assessment on whether search engine
actually engages in activities covered by any of the existing safe harbour provisions, as per in the
Commission and Parliament text.

We would suggest stressing to your respective governments that it is important to make sure that
search engines are not made less accountable than they are now under EU case law (and under
the US DMCA) , which would be the case if they were aligned to caching services.
2.

Notice and action: the DSA should not lower the current standards for copyright.
Article 14.2 (and Recital 40) of the Commission proposal introduces URL (and exact location) as a
mandatory requirement for notices. We fear that this would be a significant step backwards
compared to the existing EU acquis and would constitute an obstacle to positive national and EU
case law on “stay down”. Despite some small positive amendments, the Council’s General Approach
confirmed overall the line taken by the European Commission. On the contrary, the Parliament text
clarifies that URL and the indication of an exact location can be imposed only “where relevant”,
which is a significant step forward compared to the original proposal. As preferred option we would
keep the Council text with the clarification that URL should be required only “where relevant”, as
specified in the Parliament text.
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